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We study optimal algorithms and optimal information for an average case model.
This is done for linear problems in a separable Hilbert space equipped with a
probability measure. We show, in particular, that for any measure a (linear) spline
algorithm is optimal among linear algorithms. The spline algorithm is defined in
terms of the covariance operator of the measure. We provide a condition on the
measure which guarantees that the spline algorithm is optimal among afl
algorithms. The problem of optimal information is also solved. to' 1986 AcademIC

Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

In two recent monographs [5, 6J, optimal reduction of uncertainty for a
It'orst case model was studied. In [7J a corresponding study for an average
case model was initiated. In particular, it is proven in [7J that the same
algorithm and information are optimal in the worst case and average case
models, and that adaptive information is not more powerful than nonadap
tive information. For the case of nonadaptive information, this result was
studied by Micchelli [3 J using a more general error criterion.

Both [7,3 J deal with the average case model for linear problems defined
on finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. In this paper we study the average
case model for linear problems in separable Hilbert spaces.

The author of [3] writes in a short subsection "Average Case
Optimality: The Infinite Dimensional Case" that his proofs from the finite
dimensional case immediately extend to separable Hilbert spaces equipped
with Gaussian measures. This is done by restricting a linear problem
defined on a separable Hilbert space H to the linear subspace S:!2(H),
where S11 is a correlation operator of Gaussian measure /1.. Then it is
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claimed that orthogonal projections with respect to the new norm Ilxllo =
IIS;1/2xll, 11'11 being a norm in H, are optimal algorithms.

It seems to us that the author of [3 J overlooked one important fact. The
restriction of the original problem defined on the whole space H to the sub
space SY2(H) is not appropriate. It is known that for the infinite dimen
sional space H, the measure of S~/2{H) is zero. Hence restricting the
problem as in [3J means considering optimality on a set of measure zero.
Then the error of any algorithm is zero and all algorithms are optimal.
This indicates that average case optimality on SY2(H) is meaningless.

The purpose of this paper is to study linear problems in a separable
Hilbert space equipped with a probability (not necessarily Gaussian)
measure /1.

We seek optimal algorithms and optimal information. The following
results are obtained:

1. For all measures /1: In the class of linear algorithms, a spline
algorithm, defined in terms of the covariance operator of the measure Jl, is
optimal.

2. Let /1 be any measure such that

/1(D(B)) = /1(B) (1.1 )

where D is a certain linear mapping and B is any Borel set. In the class of
all algorithms, the spline algorithm is optimal.

3. For all measures Jl, optimal information is obtained for the class of
linear algorithms. If Jl satisfies (1.1) then optimal information for the class
of linear algorithms is also optimal for the class of all algorithms.

The measures which satisfy (1.1) include Gaussian measures with mean
zero and the measures studied in [3, 7J for the finite dimensional case.

We now comment on the relation between optimal algorithms and
orthogonal projections. For simplicity assume that Jl is a Gaussian measure
with mean zero. Then the spline algorithm is optimal. If the dimension of
the Hilbert space H is finite, then the spline algorithm may be viewed as an
orthogonal projection as was pointed out in [3]. If the dimension of the
Hilbert space H is infinite then the spline algorithm may be viewed as an
orthogonal projection only on the linear space SY2(H) whose measure is
zero. In this case optimal algorithms in the worst case may be significantly
different than optimal algorithms in the average case. We conclude that
worst and average case cannot be unified by the techniques used in [3].

This paper is a shortened version of [9J, which contains a detailed dis
cussion of the concepts and proofs presented here.
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2. FORMULAnON OF THE PROBLEM

Let F1 and F2 be real separable Hilbert spaces. Let
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(2.11

be a continuous linear operator. We assume that F, is equipped with a
probability measure f1 defined on Borel sets of F 1 such that

J Ilfff1(df) < +x.
F,

Without loss of generality we assume that the mean element of f1 is zero,
IF! (f,x)f1(df)=O, 'r/xEF" and the covariance operator Sit is F, positive
definite, i.e.,

(Sp-'" Y) = r (f, x)(f, Y) f1(df),
• F,

(2.3 )

and 51,=5:>0, trace(S!')=IF,llfI1 2f1(df)< +0::, see [1,4].
We want to approximate Sf knowing Nf, where

(2.4 )

is a continuous linear operator. We call N an information operator.
Without loss of generality we assume that

(2.S)

where (51' gi, gj) = bij'
We seek an approximation to Sf by cp(Nf), where

(2.6 )

is called an (idealized) algorithm using information N. Assuming that qJ is
Borel measurable, the average error of cp is defined as

(2.Ti

3. ALGORITHMS WITH MINIMAL AVERAGE ERROR

We first consider linear algorithms using information N. That is, for
NU) = [(j; g, ), ..., (f, g,tlJ with (S!, gil gj) = bij' we consider cp of the form

n

cp(Nf) = I (f, gil Wi
i=l

(3.1 )
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for some W; E F2• An example of such an algorithm is provided by the spline
algorithm

n

cpS(Nf) = L (f, gJ SS!' g;.
i= 1

(3.2)

(3.3 )

n

Note that cpS(Nf) = S(J, where (J = (J(Nf) = L (f, gil S!' gi is the umque
solution of the following problem i= 1

N((J)=Nf

(SI~I(J, (J)=inf{(S;1 g, g): gES!'(Fd, N(g)=N(f)}.

The solution of (3.3) is called in the literature a spline; that is why we call
the algorithm (3.2) a spline algorithm.

THEOREM 3.1. For any probability measure, the spline algorithm (3.2) is
a unique linear algorithm with minimal average error among linear
algorithms using Nand

eavg(cpS, N)2 = f IISfI1 2,u(df) - f IISS!' gif.
F) ;=1

Proof Take a linear algorithm cp of the form (3.1). Note that

f (Sf, cp(Nf)) ,u(df) = ±f (f, g;)(f, S*wJ {l(df)
F[ i~1 F[

n

= L (S!'gi, S*wJ,
;=1

and

n n

= L (w;, M-)(S!'gi, gj)= L Ilw i11 2
•

i,j~ 1 i= 1

This yields

n n

eavg(cp, N)2= r IISfI1 2,u(df)-2 L (SS!'g;, wJ+ L Il wil1 2

01£1 i= 1 i= 1

= f IISfI1 2,u(df) + f Il w;-SS!'giI1 2
- f IISS!'giI1 2

•
F) ;~I i~1
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Thus, the average error is minimized iff Wi = 55!, gi which corresponds to
the spline algorithm. I

Remark 3.1. If the mean element m I" of j1. is not necessarily zero then
Theorem 3.1 can be generalized as follows. For N(f) = [(j; gj ), ..., U; g"l]
we now assume that (Sc gi' gj) = Jij' where Sc is the correlation operator
of fl,

(SeX, y)= f (f -m!', x)(f -m!', .1") j1.(dj),
Fl

Then the affine spline algorithm

'ix, )'EF[.

"
cpas(Nf) = I (f- ml"' g;) SSe gi + Sm"

i~ )

is a unique affine algorithm with minimal average error among affine
algorithms using Nand

eavg(cpas, N)2= f IISfl!2j1.(df)- t iiSScg,r.
F[ i~)

Note that m" = 0 implies that cpas = cps which means that the spline
algorithm is then a unique linear algorithm with minimal average error
among affine algorithms using N. I

We now provide a condition on the measure It which guarantees that the
spline algorithm has minimal average error among all algorithms using N.
Define the mapping D: F) -+ F) as

n

Df=2 L (/g;)S"g,-/
i=l

The mapping D has two properties

(3.4 )

Nf=NDJ, (3.5)

We are ready to prove

THEOREM 3.2. Assume that

j1.(D(B)) = j1.(B) (3.6 )

for any Borel set B of F). Then the spline algorithm (3.2) is a unique
algorithm which has minimal average error among all algorithms using N.
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Proof Take an arbitrary algorithm cp. Observe that (3.6) and (3.5)
imply

Due to

Sj - cpS(Nf) = !(Sj - SDf)

=!(Sj - cp(Nf)) +!(cp(Nf) - SDf), (3.8)

we have

IISj - cpS(Nf)ll z
~-H1ISj - cp(Nf) II + Ilcp(Nf) - SDjll)2

~ !(JISj - cp(Nf)II Z + IISDj - cp(Nf)II Z
). (3.9)

From (3.7) and (3.9) we get

eavg
( cp, N)2 = ! f {II Sj - cp( Nf) 11

2 + II SDj - cp( Nf) 11
2

} J1( df)
Fj

Thus, cps has minimal average error. Uniqueness, up to a set of measure
zero, follows from the fact that optimality of cp implies that (3.9) holds with
equality (almost everywhere) which, in turn, yields cp = cps. I

Remark 3.2. If (3.6) is satisfied, then the spline algorithm remains
optimal even for a more general error criterion. Indeed, let P: F2 --. IR + be
convex and symmetric. Here it is enough to assume that Fz is a linear
space. Redefine the average error as

Then (3.8) yields

P(Sj - cpS(N,j)) ~ !P(Sj - cp(Nf)) + !P(SDj - cp(Nf)).

Thus (3.6) implies

as claimed.
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This improves Theorem 1 of [3], where it is required that dim F 1 < +X!,
the functional P has the form P(g) = p( II g112) and p is a strictly increasing
convex and continuously differentiable function such that

J p'( IISf - cpS(Nf)f)lIcpS(Nf) - rp(Nf) II 2Jl(df)
Fl

is finite for any algorithm cp with finite average error. I
For which measures does (3.6) hold? This is the case if

(i) F 1 is finite dimensional and either Jl is a weighted Lebesgue
measure of the form as in [7J or p is unitary invariant as assumed in [3],

(ii) F 1 is separable and It is a Gaussian measure with mean zero, i.e.,
II is such that

J
' eiU,x)p(df) = e-(Sw<,xl/2,
Fl

.~

Vx E F 1 , i = ,/ - 1,

where 51' is a covariance operator of p.

Measures satisfying (3.6) for all information operators are characterized
in [8]. We emphasize that if (3.6) does not hold then the spline algorithm
may be far from being optimal.

4. OPTIMAL INFORMAnON

We wish to find optimal information

NU) = [(J, gIl,..·, (J, gn)], (4.1 )

Le., elements gi for which the error of the optimal algorithm using N is
minimal. This problem has been studied for the worst case in [5, 6] and for
the average case for finite dimensional spaces in [7, 3].

We now consider the infinite dimensional case. The error form of the
spline algorithm indicates that we should maximize L;'~ 1 II 5SI' gi11 2

• Let

(4.2)

Then K = K* ~ 0 and K has finite trace. Thus there exists an orthonormal
basis ::'1, Z2,'" such that

(4.3 )
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and Al~A2~ ... ~O, L;'":dA;< +00. Note that 1'/;=S}/2 g ; are orthonor
mal and

n n

L II SSllgiI1
2 = L (KI'/;,17J

;=1 ;~1

(4.4)

It is known, see Theorem 4.1.4 of [2], that (4.4) is maximized for I'/;=Zi'

Without loss of generality we can assume that An> O. Note that Z; E S~/2(Fd

for i ~ n. Define

The spline algorithm cps using N: has now the form

n

cpS(N: f) = L (f, S;I/2 Z;) SS;I/2 Z;.
;~1

This and Theorems 3.1, 3.2 yield

(4.6)

THEOREM 4.1. (i) For any measure jl, information N: is linearly optimal,
Le.,

eaVg(cpS,Nn=inf{ea,g(cp,N): Noftheform (4.1), cp linear}

(ii) For jl satisfying (3.6) for all N, information N: is optimal, i.e.,

eavg(cps, N,~) = inf{ea,g( cp, N): N of the form (4.1), cp arbitrary}. I

It is easy to show that

Thus the average error of the spline algorithm that uses optimal infor
mation goes to zero with speed characterized by the truncated series of
eigenvalues of K.
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